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Description of data and models to be used in subsequent
Work Packages
Introduction
In this section we review the data that are going to be used in the project. Table 1 summarized the
data stored in ftp://skylab.itg.uni-bonn.de/gocedycot. The mean dynamic topography will be
estimated from the data over a selected time interval. We have selected the 5 year time interval
from beginning 2003 to end of 2007 as the main time interval of analysis, as this interval is
common to most of the data. Additionally, annual values will also be computed.
Data Type
Altimeter data

Quantity
Ell. heights

Name of Products
AVISO, RADS,
CryoSat-2,
Topex/Poseidon, Jason, Envisat
Bathymetry
depth
GEBCO_2014
Geoid
height
TUM2013C, GGM05C, EIGEN6C4,
GOCO05C, EGM08, DIR5C
Mean Sea Surface
Ell. height
DTU15MSS, DTU13MSS, CLS
Mean Topography Ocean Dynamic
height
DTU15MDT, DTU13MDT
Ocean Models
11
EccoG, NemoQ, Nemo12, Livc,Livsr,
Livwd, Ecco2, CS3X
Tide gauge data
Time-series
PSMSL, local organisation
Tide gauge GPS
Ell. heights
280
Drifter mean velocities
Velocity
UHDTU15MGV
Table 1. Data and models used

1. Altimeter Data
Satellite altimetry provides sea level heights above a reference ellipsoid at 1 Hz and higher
temporal sampling along the satellite ground track (Vignudelli et al., 2011). We will use alongtracks and gridded sea level data available from standard altimeter database, e.g AVISO
(http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr),
CCI
(http://www.esa-sealevel-cci.org)
and
RADS
(http://rads.tudelft.nl). In addition we will also consider improved coastal datasets, e.g. CCTOH
(Roblou et al., 2011) and ALES (Passaro et al-. 2014). The corrections to the altimeter data will
be selected depending on the type of analysis, i.e. comparison with tide gauge or model run,
accounting for the need of improved corrections in the coastal zone (Vandemark et al. 2008,
Fernandez et al., 2013, Gommerginger et al., 2011, Fenoglio-Marc et al, 2015a). The interval
2003-2007 includes the satellite missions Topex/Poseidon, ERS2, Envisat, Jason-1, GFO (see
Figure 1). It is intended to use both the pulse-limited and SAR altimeter data and assess the
improvements obtained from the new SAR technique (Fenoglio-Marc et al., 2015).
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Figure 1. Satellite altimetry missions

2. Bathymetry
The bathymetry GEBCO_2014 is a 30 arc-second global grid of elevations (1/120° = 0.0083°).
(http://www.gebco.net/data_and_products/gridded_bathymetry_data/gebco_30_second_grid).
The complete data set gives global coverage, spanning 89° 59' 45''N, 179° 59' 45''W to 89° 59'
45''S, 179° 59' 45''E. It consists of 21,600 rows x 43,200 columns, giving 933,120,000 data
points. The netCDF storage is arranged as contiguous latitudinal bands. The data values are pixelcentre registered i.e. they refer to elevations at the centre of grid cells.
The GEBCO_2014_2D points are generated by combining quality-controlled ship depth
soundings with interpolation between sounding points guided by satellite-derived gravity data.
Where they improve on the existing grid, data sets developed by other methods are included to
create a continuous terrain model for ocean and land. The GEBCO_2014 Grid is accompanied by
a Source Identifier (SID) Grid. This identifies which cells are based on actual depth values and
which contain predicted depth values. Dataset is stored in directory Data/bathymetry.
The GEBCO2014 dataset has ben used to create the five land mask files with ones for ocean and
zeros for land. Points with height above zero have been labelled as “land”, except for 4 points that
have been changed to “ocean” in order to connect the Black Sea to the Mediterranean Sea. Point
below sea level (negative heights) have been labelled as “land” if they are enclosed by land.
Binary data and netcdf files are stored in Data/Landmasks.
File name

Format

GEBCO_2014_2D

netcdf

landmask8_gebco

binary

landmask8.dat
landmask8_notcleaned.dat
landmask8_anyland.dat
landmask8_anyocean.dat

Res.

Data

1/120

1 ocean; 0 land; modified to allow Marmara
and Black Sea to be connected
binary
1/8
1 > 50% ocean; 0 < 50% ocean; isolated ocean
points removed
binary
1/8
As above, but isolated points not removed
binary
1/8
1 if completely ocean; 0 if any land
binary
1/8
1 if any ocean; 0 if entirely land
Table 2. Land masks
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3. Geoid Models
The geoid reference surface is a key parameter on the way to a globally unified height system. In
order to exploit the full potential of gravity measurements and to achieve the best gravity field
solution, all kinds of complementary gravity field information have to be combined. The
combination geoids are therefore most suitable for our application. By combining GRACE and
GOCE information, a satellite-only gravity field is available, which is highly accurate very long
to medium wavelengths (80-100 km). By adding information from terrestrial/airborne gravimetry
and satellite altimetry, which provide short wavelength gravity information, the full gravity field
spectrum can be obtained. We will consider the most recent models, which have different degree
and order: GOCO05S(280) and GOCO05C (720), GGM05C (360), and finally EIGEN6C4
(2190) and EIGEN6C3STAT (1949) and also EGM2008 (2190).
These geoids have moved on significantly since the initial comparison of geodetic ocean dynamic
topographies demonstrated good general agreement with ocean model predictions (Woodworth et
al., 2012). That comparison used Release 1 GOCE solutions with a very simple isotropic
smoothing. There is clearly scope to improve on these comparisons now. The last geoid
EIGEN6C4 and EIGEN6C3stat (Förste et al., 2015, 2012) have been derived using both satellite
gravimetry data from GRACE/GOCE and surface gravity information computed from satellite
altimetry (DTU10GRA).
We store spherical harmonic coefficients in gfc format in directory Data/geoid. The coefficients
are given in the reference system tide free (the EIGEN and EGM2008) or in the zero-tide system
(see Table 2).

MayerGürr
Fecher et
al., 2016
Ries et al,
2016
Förste et
al, 2012
Förste et
al., 2015
Pavlis

Geoid Name

Year

Deg

Data

GOCO05S

2015

280

S(see model)

zero-tide

GOCO05C

2016

720

GOCE Rel5

zero-tide

GGM05C

2016

360

S(Grace,Goce),G,A

zero-tide

EIGEN6C3STAT

2014

1949

EIGEN6C4

2014

2190

EGM2008

S(Goce,Grace,Lageos),G,A

S(GOCE, GRACE, Lageos), G,
A
2008 2190 Grace
Table 2. Geoid models

tide-free
tide-free
tide-free

4. Mean Sea Surface
The mean sea surface is the displacement of the sea surface relative to a mathematical model of
the earth (the ellipsoid) and closely follows the geoid. Amplitude ranges between +/- 100 meters.
The global mean sea surface DTU15MSS (ftp.space.dtu.dk/pub/DTU15) is given as grids of 1
minute, 2 and 5 minutes. Formats are Gravsoft, NETCDF and as XYZ files, as in the previous
releases DTU13 and DTU10. New is the interpolation error estimate, contained in the
DTU15MSS_ XYZ file. Compared to the DTU13MSS, the DTU15MSS has been derived by
including re-tracked CRYOSAT-2 altimetry also, hence, increasing its resolution. Over the
TOPEX/JASON time span an improvement with respect to DTU13 is observed, with reduction of
the global RMS with the TP-J1-J2 tracks from 1.41 to 1.33 cm. Some issues in the Polar regions
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have been solved. Finally, the filtering was re-evaluated by adjusting the quasi-gaussian filter
width to optimize the fit to drifter velocities.
The improvement arises from a reduced spatial filtering in DTU15. In several coastal regions
(like Borneo) more substantial improvements are observed. The DTU15 MSS is based on multimission satellite altimetry from 10 different satellites. The time series have been extended to 23
years from the 20 years used in DTU13MSS. DTU15MSS ingests like DTU13MSS Cryosat-2
LRM and SAR data as well as 1 year of Jason-1 geodetic mission as part as it end-of-life mission
between May 2012 and June 2013. The availability of Cryosat-2 SAR altimetry enables the
determination of sea level in leads in the ice, which enables to derive an accurate MSS up to
88°N. .In the Artic region the DTU15MSS is an improvement with respect to existing UCL13
product, which merges CLS11 and CryoSat-2 data and is included as the default MSS in the
CryoSat-2 Baseline-C products. The UCL13 model is contaminated by striping and errors near
the coasts. Biases between UCL13 and DTU15 amount to -20 cm in large parts of the Arctic
ocean (Stenseng et al., 2015). Alternatively the CLS13 MDT (Rio et al., 2014) will be used.
CLS13 uses an optimal mapping technique and a priori ocean model/analysis product to define
natural scales of the MDT as a function of region. Grids are stored in directory Data/MSS.
Format is indicated in Table 3. The reference system is the mean tide system.
MSS Name
DTU2013MSS
DTU2015MSS
CNES_CLS11

Year
2013
2015
2011

Format
Resolution
netcdf, gravsoft
1/60, 1/30, 1/12, 1/5
netcdf, ascii, gravsoft
1/8
netcdf
1/30
Table 3. MSS models

5. Mean Ocean Dynamic Topography
The global mean dynamic topography model DTU15MDT has been computed using the
DTU15MSS mean sea surface model and the gravity model EIGEN-6C4.
The EIGEN-6C4 is derived using the full series of GOCE data which provides a better
resolution. The better resolution in EIGEN-6C4 fixes a few problems related to geoid signals in
the former models such as DTU13MDT. Slicing in the GOCO05S gravity model up to harmonic
degree 150 has solved some issues related to striations. DTU15MDT is a satellite-only mean
dynamic ocean topography derived entirely from satellite observation. In DTU15MDT a
truncated Gaussian filter with a half-width at half-maximum of about 0.8 spherical degrees was
used. This choice is particularly important in regions with strong currents where the half-width
was reduced to about 0.6 degrees. Approaching the equator an an-isotropic filter was used to
overcome problems with minor north-south geoid stripes. Subsequently, geostrophic surface
currents were derived from the DTU15MDT. The results show that geostrophic surface currents
associated with the mean circulation have been further improved and that currents having speeds
down to below 4 cm/s have been recovered. DTU15MDT is available in Gravsoft format.
MSS Name
DTU13MDT
DTU2015MSS

Year
2013
2015

Format
Resolution
Netcdf
1/60, 1/30, 1/12, 1/5
Gravsoft
1/60, 1/30, 1/12, 1/5
Table 4. MDT models
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Other than heights
Error estimate

6. Ocean models
Mean Ocean Dynamic Topography has been sourced from a variety of ocean models with
different configurations and resolutions, as summarised in Table 5. Unlike earlier work
(Woodworth et al., 2012), it is the intention to use these model data at native resolution wherever
possible, rather than on a common ¼ degree resolution grid. The global models included here do
not include tides, and only the OCCAM models have atmospheric pressure forcing, which can be
significant at high frequencies. To assess this missing effect, we have also included a regional
operational model for the NW European shelf (CS3X, Flather 2000), which includes these effects
but excludes others, being purely barotropic. OCCAM was eliminated because not available in
interval.
ECCO products support the Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE), from which
the ECCO-GODAE MDT is derived. The third version of this model is delivered with a
resolution of 1-by-1 degree and covers the time period 1992-2007, Artic is excluded.
Two Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) models are available directly for the
time span 1996-2000 and differ in resolution: NEMOQ is given with ¼×¼ degree grid spacing
while NEMO12 is delivered with a 1/12x1/12 degree resolution [Ophaug et al., 2015].
NEMO12b 1958-now with different forcing . All Nemo models are variable in latitude and
distorted north of about 20 N.
L-MIT models are computed at Liverpool University and are based on the global ocean
circulation model implemented at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The L-MITc
coarse version has resolution 1x1 degree, while the fine version L-MITf has 1/5×1/6 degree
resolution [Ophaug et al. 2015]. Two models exists at this resolution, they are identical except in
the strait of Gibraltar (Livst, Livwd).
The ECCO2 - JPL model is computed in the Phase 2 of the Estimating the Circulation and
Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) project. The estimated SSH is available with a time range that goes
from 1992 to present, with a resolution of ¼ of degree and it is the result of combination of
different assimilations, such as altimetric, geodetic and in-situ data [Wunsch and Heimbach,
2007].
We finally consider 7 ocean models. The mean over the interval 2003-2007 as well as annual
means will be computed for the model grid and stored in the ftp in directory.
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Label

Heritage

EccoG

MITgc
m

NemoQ

OPA

Nemo12

OPA

Nemo12b

Run

Resolu
tion

Grid

Reference

Comment

Interval

1°

C, no
Arctic

Köhl et al.
[2007]

Data assimilating
model, ECCOGodae

19932007

N20
6

¼°

C, tripolar
ORCA

Blaker et
al. [2014]

Free-running,
initiated with
climatological
T&S

19582007

N00
1

1/12°

C, tripolar
ORCA

Blaker et
al. [2014]

Free-running,
initiated with
climatological
T&S

19792011

1/12°

19582012

Livc

MITgc
m

1°

C, no
Arctic

Williams et
al. [2014]

Model-based
ocean analysis
using Hadley
Centre
temperature and
salinity for each
year

19502010

Livst

MITgc
m

1/5 x
1/6°

C, no
Arctic

Woodworth
et al.
[2012]

Grid reverts to 1°
far from N.
Atlantic

19502010

Ecco2

MITgc
m

~ 18
km

C, Cubed
sphere

Menemenli Data assimilating
s et al.
model
[2005a,b]
Table 5. Ocean models with their different configurations and resolutions

19922007

7. Tide Gauge data
Established in 1933, the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL, http://www.psmsl.org)
has been responsible for the collection, publication, analysis and interpretation of sea level data
from the global network of tide gauges. It is based in Liverpool at the National Oceanography
Centre (NOC), which is a component of the UK Natural Environment Research Council (NERC).
In order to construct time series of sea level measurements at each station, the monthly and
annual means are reduced to a common datum. This reduction is performed by the PSMSL
making use of the tide gauge datum history provided by the supplying authority. To date,
approximately two thirds of the stations in the PSMSL database have had their data adjusted in
this way, forming the 'REVISED LOCAL REFERENCE' (or 'RLR') dataset. In general, only RLR
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data should be used for time series analysis. We use addition metric and external to PSMSL data
only after a careful check. See in PSMSL_RLR_list_cwhplwmg2lf3_win.txt the list of stations
used.

8. GPS data
We are interested in the ellipsoidal height of the zero point of the tide gauge data. This is
generally computed as the sum of the ellipsoidal heiht of a GPS marker plus the vertical distance
between the GPS marker and the zero point of the tide gauge.
SONEL (http://www.sonel.org) aims at providing high-quality continuous measurements of seaand land levels at the coast from tide gauges (relative sea levels) and from modern geodetic
techniques (vertical land motion and absolute sea levels) for studies on long-term sea level trends,
but also the calibration of satellite altimeters, for instance. SONEL serves as the GNSS data
assembly centre for the Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS), which is developed under
the auspices of the IOC/Unesco. It works closely with the PSMSL by developing an integrated
global observing system, which is linking both the tide gauge and the GNSS databases for a
comprehensive service to the scientific community. It also acts as the interface with the scientific
community for the French tide gauge data. SONEL identify the existence of a GPS station nearby
a tide gauge, tries to collect, analyse and distribute the observation files (RINEX), the metadata
(log file, contact name), the geodetic tie, and, if it has been processed in one of our solution,
provides the ellipsoidal height. We will also use ellipsoidal heights not referenced in SONEL if
metadata are available to document the procedure used to derive the heights and to give a realistic
uncertainty.
File PSMSL_RLR_list_heights_SP_v1.csv contains 280 stations with geodetic tie, i.e. GPS@TG,
collected by SONEL (MG) and from other sources (PLW, MG, LFWS, LFRW, Lin). Along the
German Bight (coastline 140) three PLRM stations belong to the Revised Local Reference datase
(RLR): Cuxhaven2 (TGCU), Borkum Fischenbaje (BORJ) and Wittdün (TGWD). The first two
have ellipsoidal heights available both in SONEL and in a regional network including other 15
stations (Table 6). Most of those stations have been processed in one of the SONEL GPS
solution, which are aligned to the ITRF08 reference frame. The ellipsoidal heights of the 17
stations in the German Bight are from Weiss and Sudau (2011) and Weiss (2013). Updated GPS
ellipsoidal heights solutions were computed at TU Darmstadt in the frame of the ESA CCI
project. The PPP Canadian software (http://webapp.geod.nrcan.gc.ca/geod/tools-outils/
ppp.php?locale=en), which gives ellipsoidal heights in the ITRF08 reference and accurate enough
for our application could also be used alternatively to estimate the stations coordinates and rates.
Moreover the Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie (BKG, G. Liebsch personal
communication) has made available ellipsoidal height of the tide gauge reference level (tide
gauge zero) for four stations in the German Bight (Borkum (BORJ), Helgoland (HELG),
Helgoland2 (HEL2), Hörnum (HOE2)). Height differences between SONEL and BKG for the
two common stations TGCU and BORJ) are due to the definition of the tide gauge zero in
PSMSL (RLR), which does not coincide with the BfG values. See example in Table 6 and also
http://www.psmsl.org/data/obtaining/rlr.diagrams/1037.php.
PSMSL SONEL
BfG
Diff.
RLR20 – Datum20
TGCU 32.399 +/- 0.010
34.351
1.952
1.98
BORJ
33.2040
35.180
1,976
1,98
Table 6. Ellipsoidal heights above WGS84 of tide gauge zero from SONEL and BfG
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Figure 1. Example : Revised Local Reference (RLR) Diagram for CUXHAVEN 2

Variable Name
Definition
PSMSL ID
column 2 in http://www.psmsl.org/data/obtaining/
Latitude
column 3
Longitude
column 4
Station name
column 1
Coastline
column 8
Station
column 9
QC Flag
this project
GPS Number source
this project
InformationSource
this project (PLW, MG, LFWS, LFRW, Lin)
Ellipsoidal height
this project
Time corresponding to reference height
this project (computation or biblio date)
Table 7. Content of PSMSL_RLR_list_heights_SP_v1.csv in /Data/tg_GPS/
9. Drifter mean velocities
The mean geostrophic surface velocities have been derived using the drifter velocities from both
drougued and undrogued buoys from the period 1993-2002. The drifter velocities were corrected
for wind driven flows using NCEP winds. The wind driven flows were estimated using empirical
correlation analyses where flow components parallel and perpendicular to the wind direction,
were estimated in two-degree latitude bands. For the undrogued buoy data an additional flow
term was estimated. To reduce the temporal variability the AVISO geostrophic current anomalies
estimated from altimetric sea level anomalies were applied. Subsequently the drifter velocities
were averaged in cells covering the oceans.
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10. Transformations
The permanent tide effect, caused by Sun and Moon, is treated in different ways in the preprocessing of observations. Three cases exist: the zero-tide, tide-free and mean-tide systems,
current practice is to use zero-tide for gravity, tide-free for 3-D (e.g., ITRFxx), and mixed
(overwhelmingly mean) for potential differences determined with precise levelling.
Geopotential Earth coefficients are generally given either in the tide-free or in the zero-tide
system, the difference is only in the C02 term. If the sea surface heights are in the mean tide
system, which is indeed the actual position of the sea surface, and the gravitational field is in the
zero-tide system, as for GOCO05C, then the tidal bulge, which results from Sun and Moon direct
attraction, is contained in the sea surface heights but not in the gravitational field. The
transformation of coefficients from zero-tide to mean-tide system is:
Cmean-tide – Czero-tide= -1.39 x 10-8

(1)

and:
C mean-tide – C tide-free= - (1+k)1.39 x 10-8

(2)

with k zero-frequency Love number (k=0.3). Alternatively, the geoid height can be corrected for
the permanent deformation of the geoid (Rapp 1989; Fenoglio-Marc 1996) by:
N mean-tide – N zero-tide = - 0.198 ( 3/2 sin2 f – ½)

(3)

and
N mean-tide – N tide-free= - (1+k) 0.198 ( 3/2 sin2 f – ½)
where f is the geographic latitude and results are in meters.

(4)

Ellipsoidal heights are computed by the GPS technique in the tide-free system. To convert to the
mean-tide system we add the effect of the permanent tide to the tide-free heights using:
h mean-tide – h tide-free = - 0.198 h2 ( 3/2 sin2 f – ½)

(5)

with f the geographic latitude, h2 the Love number describing the vertical displacement of the
crust relative to the ellipsoid (h2=0.62), results are in meters.
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